Traveling wave solutions from microscopic to macroscopic chemotaxis models.
In this paper, we study the existence and nonexistence of traveling wave solutions for the one-dimensional microscopic and macroscopic chemotaxis models. The microscopic model is based on the velocity jump process of Othmer et al. (SIAM J Appl Math 57:1044-1081, 1997). The macroscopic model, which can be shown to be the parabolic limit of the microscopic model, is the classical Keller-Segel model, (Keller and Segel in J Theor Biol 30:225-234; 377-380, 1971). In both models, the chemosensitivity function is given by the derivative of a potential function, Phi(v), which must be unbounded below at some point for the existence of traveling wave solutions. Thus, we consider two examples: Phi(v) = ln V and Phi(v) = ln[v/(1 - v)]. The mathematical problem reduces to proving the existence or nonexistence of solutions to a nonlinear boundary value problem with variable coefficient on R. The main purpose of this paper is to identify the relationships between the two models through their traveling waves, from which we can observe how information are lost, retained, or created during the transition from the microscopic model to the macroscopic model. Moreover, the underlying biological implications of our results are discussed.